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This is a translation of the original French document.
Whatever there should be a misunderstanding or misinterpretation in read-
ing this translation the reader should refer to the French version that prevails.



Long story short

The idea of the cold fusion has been put forth in 1940 by the great Russian physicist Andrei Sakarov.
Achieving thermonuclear fusion as the one that occurs in our sun and stars but at a small scale and at
a low temperature would be an adequate response if not the solution and the answer to the numerous
energetic needs of the humanity.

The first researchers to have demonstrated the feasibility of Cold Fusion were Martin Fleischmann and
Stanley Pons in 1989 on march 23rd.  While some laboratories confirm the discovery others deny.  It
follows a worldwide controversial polemic that fill thousands of pages in many well known scientific
reviews.  The publications of papers are finally put to an end  by John Maddox himself the big boss of
the almighty review Nature whose opinions have the weight of decrees.   « It seems that the time is
come to to send the Cold Fusion to the rank of illusion of those last four months ».  Following that, it
has been impossible since then to any serious researcher to publish a paper in those reviews.  Thus
researchers were obliged to organize themselves in a kind of underground, to say so, on Internet. On
the only one site www.lenr-canr.org  you can have access to  3000 scientific publications made by
almost 500 researchers.

In what it concerns us it is the viewing of Film the Saint starring Val Kilmer and Elisabeth Shue released
in April 1997 where the intrigue turns around a robbery of cold fusion plans and thereafter, an Internet
research which pushed us to reproduce in our kitchen in 2004 the works of Omohri, Akimoto and
Mizuno as depicted by Jean-Louis Naudin on his site http://jnaudin.free.fr/ .  Then we realized very
quickly and we understood then why in spite of numerous proofs of the over-unity output averaging
between 1.5 and 3 that there has been no practical applications of cold fusion : it is because that the
cathodes made of exotic metals wear very rapidly with the result that the energy savings are completely
erased by the cost of the cathodes and the cost of their replacement without speaking about the
expensive electrolytes mainly heavy water.

When we discovered that an iron cathode (a vertical spiral made of a spring) and a stainless anode
made of an horizontal spiral of an extremely low cost both set in a bicarbonate of soda electrolyte itself
also of a ridiculously low cost did not wear (we were unable with a sliding gauge with a precision of ten
thousandths of inch to measure any wear) we launched the project Hydro-Plasmol on November 12,
2004 because then all became possible. www.hydro-plasmol.net

Following that date we presented over 40 conferences and demonstrations where to date not less than
223 benefactors contributed by their gifts to the development of experimental boilers one of small
power (less than 30,000 Watts) which can heat a house and an other of medium power (300,000 Watts)
being able to heat a greenhouse or an apartments block.

At the present time there is an agreement signed with a manufacturer of boilers for the heating of
greenhouses.  At the time when this information has been released (April 22, 2009) we have solved all
the main issues surrounding the management of a plasma in an aqueous medium.  We are now at the
stage of a beta release of the control box.  There remain to us still several months of tests to be made
with our prototypes to come to a reliable product at 100% which should be marketed end of 2010 as
regards to the boiler for the heating of the greenhouses and end of 2011 for the boiler intended for the
residential.  We know already that there is a great interest for this technology because energy savings
are at least of 66% what would allow in the best cases according to the utilisation factor a capital return
on the boiler in one or two years.
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Over-Unity ?  A relativistic question.  The right perspective.

There is a great confusion in the minds when one speaks about over-unity.  One very often associates
over-unity and perpetual motion.  In fact all creation is in perpetual motion and energy whatever it is
always comes from somewhere.  Over-unity of a system i.e. a machine which gives us more energy
than one puts in is a quite relative concept.  That depends from a point of view, but not any, but that of
the user of the system.

Let us take a very concrete example.  Hydro-Quebec builds a dam, a power station as well as a
distribution network.  The question is: is its system over-unity?  The answer is yes and its system is on
two levels which are :

a) money  : Hydro-Quebec receives more money for the useful life span of its system “dam-
power station-network” than the cost to build it and operate it.

b) energy :  if one calculates the energy in joules that it took to build the system “dam-power
station-network” and all the energy in joules that the system will deliver during its useful life
span the system is super over-unity (which is not the case by the way for nuclear plants)

What Hydro-Quebec does to receive more than what it gave is to draw of energy in the perpetual
motion of the cycle of water > > sun > evaporation of water > clouds > rain > brooks > small rivers >
large rivers > seas (via gravity) etc.  However if one makes the calculation of each operation of the
system one sees that there is always equality of energy between the preceding operation and the
following one.  Thus there is not creation of energy ex-nihilo as it may seems.

Another quite usual example of over-unity is to start a good fire in a fireplace with a very small match.
There is over-unity relatively to you the user of the system “match-paper-wood”.  The energy that you
used to start the fire is really negligible compared to the energy of fire.  However this system is not
renewed as in the preceding example except if you agree to replenish the wood when it is almost
burned but if you consider that there is always wood which grows and which you can then harvest it is
the perpetual motion of the life itself which comes in.

So now instead of burning wood one “burns” atoms by making them amalgamate as in the sun as what
it is occurring in a plasma in aqueous medium where there is only a negligible quantity of atoms which
amalgamate.  But as there is so much energy in the atoms that it produces on our scale a surplus of
energy which exceeds several times (at least 3 in the case of Hydro-Plasmol) the quantity of energy
that we used for triggering the process.  From there a real economy exists compared to a conventional
electric heating system using resistors.

The only thing which would really wear in Hydro-Plasmol it is the electrolyte but we have not been able
yet to determine its life span. Possibly six months to one year… Any how it does not matter, it would
cost only at that time a maximum of two dollars of bicarbonate of soda, the remainder being tap water.
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How it works ?

A plasma in aqueous medium is simple to make but a little more difficult to understand.  It is that as
everyone can light a light while pushing on a button but very little know what it is electricity or the simple
electrons which made the light.

We have been able to identify four phenomena dealing with plasma in aqueous medium which would
explain the surplus of energy when one makes pass a direct current in water.  We briefly describe them
to you.
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1) Thermonuclear Fusion.

Two light atoms amalgamate to become a
heavier atom while releasing energy that we
recover in water in the form of heat.

What would explain the phenomenon in a plas-
ma in aqueous medium it is that the electric
field (the voltage between the cathode and the
anode) would flatten to some extent the Cou-
lomb barrier so that among the collisions
between atoms there would be a small proba-
bility of seeing some atoms approaching suffi-
ciently so that the nuclear forces which have a
very short operating range can supplant the
electric repulsion (the Coulomb barrier) and
amalgamate the cores.

Without the action of an external electric field the electric repulsion of
the protons equalizes or exceeds the attraction of the nuclear forces

Under the action of an external electric field the Coulomb barrier
becomes weaker in a dimension and makes possible to the nuclear

forces to supplant the electric repulsion of the protons

Les photons qu’ on
cherche disparaissent ici
Les photons qu’ on
cherche disparaissent ici

2) Protelf Capture.

Protelf stands for proton-electron
fusion. When an atom of Carbon is
subjected to a magnetic and electric
collinear field i.e. the two fields are
pointing in the same direction an
electron of the layer K can fall on
the core if it is stopped by a photon
which passes in close vicinity.
What occurs then is a fusion of the
electron with a proton of the core.
The proton amalgamating with the
captured electron becomes a neu-
tron. The Carbon core having one
less proton and by consequence
having one more neutron becomes
a Boron atom.   This Boron atom is
unstable and it becomes again an

Photon disappears hereCore

Orbit

By a collision with a photon of
the same kinetic value the orbit-
ing electron is stopped and is
attracted to the core

Protelf Capture  =>  Stopping the electron
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atom of Carbon by capturing a anti-neutrino (we are
constantly bombarded by billions neutrinos and of billions
anti-neutrino coming from space) by emitting a electron at
high speed which translates the energy of the captured
anti-neutrino in the form of heat in the water, and the cycle
Carbon to Bore and Bore to Carbon starts again.

In Hydro-Plasmol we can reproduce these conditions by
quite simply adding in dispersion in the electrolyte a small
quantity of Carbon powder. All the other conditions are
already there:
o collinear magnetic and electric fields generated by the

peculiar configuration of the electrodes
o high energetic photons generated in great abundance

We have been able to observed a notable increase in the
output as we can see in this photograph.  In the right-hand
side pot the photons disappear to become part of the
reaction and we can notice a surplus of produced vapor.

3) Splitting  diatomic bound

While running an electric current in water we produce in addition to plasma a partial hydrolysis of water
near the borders of the plasma enveloppe according to the traditional equation 2H2O = 2H2 + O2.

Under the effect of the intense light of plasma the diatomic molecules H2 et O2  are divided into
monatomic molecules (H2 + photon => H+H)  and (O2  + photon => O+O).

In their monatomic form the oxygen and hydrogen atoms occupy a volume of space larger than in their
diatomic form. When two oxygen or hydrogen atoms recombine to become again a diatomic molecule
there is release of energy higher than that which was used to divide them. This energy would come
from a resonance with the energy of the vacuum which is in fact the difference in volume between the
monatomic and diatomic state.

Thus we have H and O in quantity in the proportion of two H for one O that will go to recombine
thereafter to produce a stoïchiometric balance of ions H and OH which thereafter will recombine by
giving water while releasing the energy which was used for their scission plus the recovered free
energy of the vacuum, and the cycle starts again.

This phenomenon gave us a really serious disturbing problem of detonation in the boiler.  After a certain
time gases of H and OH build a pressure in the vapor and this mixture imploded suddenly with a great
violence and a noise louder than a dynamite blow .  We countered this problem thanks to a system of
sparks with high voltage discharges (45,000 volts) which light the mixture as it occurs and accumulates
in the upper part of the boiler.
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4) Pulsed DC Current

So instead of using a D.C. current to produce plasma we pulsate this current we observe roughly
speaking that for a quantity of total energy twice less because there is no energy provided between the
pulses we have a reduction of approximately 15% of the vapor production compared to a D.C. current
not pulsated. That amounts to increase the energetic efficiency by a factor of 1.7.   It is as if in the idle
periods (where there is no current between the pulses) the system recovered the self induction of the
current in the plasma.

Heat recovery, the sought-after goal

The Hydro-Plasmol boiler comprises three principal
parts :

o A lower stage of plasma production where are
located
§ the cathodes
§ the anodes
§ a resistor for the electrolyte preheating
§ a temperature sensor
§ an electrolyte level sensor

o An upper stage of recuperation of energy where
one finds
§ an heat exchanger
§ a pressure sensor
§ a sparks generator
§ evacuation and filling valves

o A control box split in two principal parts and
interconnected by optic fibers
§ A computer control unit of all the

management of the plasma and the
system of heating which is located on a
wall contiguous to the place where the
boiler is.

§ A set of components which manage the
high power and the high voltage which
components are set right on the boiler.

In the lower stage plasma makes the water boil. The
vapor thus produced goes up to the upper stage
where it yield its heat to the heat exchanger whose
function is to transfer outside the heat through
suitable canalisations. The vapor condenses at the
contact of the heat exchanger and falls down in the
form of water drops to the lower stage in a endless
cycle.
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Developmental stages

Hydro-Plasmol comprises several aspects or phases of development

Phase 1 was to have created a first experimental boiler with low pressure and a control box which can
effectively manage plasma without detonation under a maximum current of 20 amps and a maximum
tension of 240 volts this in order to validate the concept and to be used as model for the boilers intended
for residential sector.  This phase finished on January 9, 2008.

Phase 2 was to create a new control box according to a new philosophy fruit of our experiment with
Phase 1, being able to manage larger current (from 30 to 2000 amps under voltages being able to
reach maximum 4000 volts) and also being able to excite plasma on the level of the reactions of fusion,
on the level of the Protelf reaction and on the level of the breaking of the hydrogen bond (scission of
the diatomic bond). This phase is in hand at present and as mentioned in the Short History on page 3
there is already an agreement signed with a manufacturer of industrial boilers for the greenhouses.

Phase 3 will relate to the desalination of sea water and the propulsion of the ships. The new
technological challenges will be to work with a more conducting electrolyte on one hand and on the
other hand to work with high pressure. Possible realization in five or seven years.

Phase 4 will relate to the waste processing and the individual recovery of the components according
to an isotopic selection thanks to magneto-hydrodynamics.

Market sectors

Low pressure water heater for homes, business and industries

§ The water-heaters represent a very great part of the energy consumption of the industrialized
countries from residential to the industrial.

§ In many cases private individuals, trade or industries will prefer initially to use Hydro-Plasmol for the
heating of water before extending the system to the whole of their energy needs.

§ This sector will require a particular design of the system which will be developed at the same time
as the residential one-family envisaged for end of 2011.

Low pressure heating system for one residential unit

§ The low pressure heating systems have the great advantage of being extremely safe. The
operation pressure never exceeds the atmospheric pressure. Our experimental model operated
with less than one pound of pressure.

§ The already existing heating systems  which adapts best to Hydro-Plasmol are the heating systems
using hot water and hot pulsated air.

§ For the already  hot water existing systems a simple derivation in bypass allows the cohabitation of
the old and the new and their combined use if needed. A replacement of the existing boiler by
Hydro-Plasmol is also an option.
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§ For systems using pulsated air an heat exchanger in the form of a truck radiator is installed in the
the cold air plenum and the two systems can function in bi-energy mode which is one or the other
or both at the same time.

§ For existing all electric systems, some (three to five) ultra performing radiators like the one we have
used in our tests must be installed judiciously in the house.  Marketing is planned for end 2011 after
we will have collected sufficient data on the operation of the industrial boiler for the greenhouses
heating.

Low pressure heating system for many residential units

§ Hydro-Plasmol heating systems for the apartments blocks are the same ones as for the one-family
except that the boilers are larger and also multiples. Thus for large apartments blocks there can be
two or three boilers or even more operating in a network for reasons of redundancy and
maintenance.

§ For all electric large apartments blocks the Hydro-Plasmol systems is not easily possible because
of the network of the additional required canalisations that should be installed.  However large
energy savings are possible while using Hydro-Plasmol only for domestic hot water because the
pipes and canalisations are the same.

Low pressure heating system for commercial greenhouses

§ There already exist boilers functioning with electricity, fuel oil, recycled oil, biomass and wood which
have capacities varying between 900,000 BTU to 20,000,000 BTU.

§ All these boilers function on the principle of the circulation of hot water with large hot water reserve
in huge water basins.

§ A manufacturer specialist in the greenhouses field showed himself interested to develop at least
three “small” experimental Hydro-Plasmol boilers of 300,000 Watts (900,000 BTU)

§ The project is currently in hand and its marketing is planned for end 2010.

High pressure vapor generation to drive Tesla turbines

§ We had already tried out at our first beginnings the high pressure in 2005.  We had put it aside
because taking into account our means and our expertise at that time it would have been hazardous
and bold to take this way in first.  We however reached during an experiment 1,200 pounds of
pressure and 700 degrees Celsius.

§ Now that we gave to ourselves good research tools and that we control the detonation we feel very
comfortable to develop the high pressure.

§ Nowadays the existing Tesla turbines have a thermal conversion factor to mechanics bordering
70%. Only Tesla in its time had reached 98% and he had declared that it was the greatest of its
inventions.

§ Thus the vapor makes the turbine turn and this one makes turn all that you want.  Did you think of
a generator?  You withdraw 1 from over unity of the Hydro-Plasmol system and all the remainder is
“gratos”. You have understood all.

§ This stage of development is the next one following the marketing of the boilers for the greenhouses
and the residential, one that is the prelude to the desalination of sea water.
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High pressure vapor generation for industrial processes

§ In industry high pressure vapor is used in innumerable manufacturing processes.
§ What we will have developed in the phase of the Tesla turbines will be used as a springboard for all

the applications of the high pressure.
§ It goes without saying that for industry the development will be done individually case by case.

Generating power for ships and submarines

§ If there are vehicles monstrously wasting and polluting those are the ships and the submarines.
§ These vessels travel unknowingly in a sea of electrolyte full of energy.
§ With Hydro-Plasmol aboard operating with sea water :
§ ZERO POLLUTION

Desalination of sea water

The desalination of sea water with Hydro-Plasmol is extremely ecological.

1 ) The hydrant intakes and the rejection drains of dense water are very distant one from the other.
The rejection of dense water is done by a system of heat exchangers at the same temperature as the
ambient water moreover the dense water drains are spread on a large area so that the rate of
salinisation drops as soon as possible with less possible influence on the sea life.
2 ) The sea water is brought up to high pressure and high temperature to actuate the Tesla turbines
which auto feed Hydro-Plasmol via generators and of which the surplus is used for the local needs.
3 )  The outgoing vapor of the turbines is condensed and cooled to be used for consumption and the
irrigation of the grounds.
4 )  The heat recovered from condensation is used as pre-heating the sea water which enters the
system just as the recovered heat of the dense water which returns back to the sea.

Just water,  just energy,  no pollution

An agreement has been signed with the International Foundation for Water.  As soon as the
administrators see the first Hydro-Plasmol boiler for the heating of the greenhouses functioning  in situ
green light will be given to develop this huge project.

Treatment and recuperation of wastes of all kinds

§ While directing wastes into the zone of plasma those are dissociated in their constitutive atoms
which are directed thereafter according to the magnetic principle of separation towards exit catches
so that in the end of line one has a tap for hydrogen… aluminum… iron… gold etc

§ Simplistic diagram but already carried out at small scale.
§ One can thus design a city which produces its energy starting from its wastes and which in addition

provides most of its industries on its territory with raw materials.
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R & D,  Marketing and   Royalties

Hydro-Plasmol is initially and before all a research and development project of the International
Neodyme Foundation.  Hydro-Plasmol builds only experimental prototypes to validate a concept.

The series production is left to third parties manufacturers. Those pay royalties to the Neodyme
Foundation according to the developed sectors.  The royalties were established to 10% on the selling.

The Neodyme Foundation keeps half of the royalties to fulfill its goals and ideals in conformity with its
charter assigning a substantial share to its research and developments programs related to all that
tends toward clean and ecological alternative energies, and returns the other half to all those which
subsidized it by private gifts for each one of its new phases of development and the market sectors that
are related to.
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Contact

You can join us to the following coordinates:

Pierre Corbeil
819-548-5730
neodyme@yahoo.ca and
hydro_plasmol@yahoo.ca

International Neodyme Foundation
130 rue Dallaire
Saint-Ludger
G0M 1W0

It should be noted that we require the signature of a non disclosure agreement for any person who
visits our facilities or who wishes to be more amply informed on our projects and to have a possible
participation in those.

Best regards

Pierre Corbeil


